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Background 
 
Pinnacle Group was formed in Oman in 1996 and consists of 10 separate companies in 
manufacturing, trading, contracting and services. High level organization structure is given in 
Exhibit 1. 

The company itself is part of bigger group called ABCA, having interests in industrial products, 
aviation, automotive, medical devises, catering and food business. 

Pinnacle group is headed by a CEO who reports to the Board and Group Chairman. The CEO 
has the full autonomy to run Pinnacle Group; however, annual budget and revenue targets 
are set and agreed with the board. 

Realizing that Oman offered great business opportunity for the next 10 years, the CEO 
appointed an external consultant to develop a long-term strategy and implement a suitable 
framework for execution of the chosen strategy for the group. 

Pinnacle Group is structured based on industry verticals – Manufacturing, Trading and 
Contracting. KPC falls under manufacturing vertical and is one of the oldest and flagship 
company within Pinnacle Group. 

 
KPC (Subsidiary) 
 
KPC manufactures and sells central air conditioning related products, which include 
Aluminium grills and diffusers, volume control dampers, variable air volume (VAV) units, fire 
dampers, duct accessories etc. 

Starting operations in 1980s, KPC was the first manufacturing company in Oman, producing 
full range of products. 

The company had collaboration with its principal in the US and recently ended the 
collaboration. Due to association for long years, KPC developed in-house capability to design 
new products, extending existing range and for getting approvals from the industrial bodies 
and local authorities (especially for the fire dampers and VAVs). 

KPC sold all its products through in-house sales and marketing team; who either sold directly 
to the Electromechanical contractors doing building services or through authorised agents. 
For export market KPC relied on authorized agents in the respective countries. Export markets 
included most GCC countries. 

Key performance data over the years are given in Exhibit-2. 
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Problem Identification 
 
Having both manufacturing and sales brought its own set of issues over a period of time. Most 
of the production was based on specific orders; however, all orders were a mix of products 
from the full range. If multiple orders were received within one week time, the orders were 
combined and batches for the next week were planned based on combined order quantities. 
The manufacturing head wanted to run the factory in the most efficient manner and batched 
his production to have minimum setup and idle time. To aggravate the situation, orders 
received in the same week, sometimes, had different delivery dates and an order could not 
be completed if, even one item was not ready for dispatch. 

Additionally, sales team had to rely on the production team for getting a confirmation 
whether an order could be fulfilled, based on specifications and the delivery time. Also, sales 
team provided the initial quote to potential clients based on standard price list agreed 
between sales and manufacturing departments at the beginning of each year, and the final 
price (and discounts) was also negotiated and mutually agreed upon by the two departments. 
The whole process required close coordination and communication between the sales team 
and manufacturing unit and led to many conflicts due to different incentives 

Apart from coordination issues, there were also ‘focus’ issues. The person who was heading 
the manufacturing unit was more focused on R&D and development of new products; he 
considered achievement of sales targets as the sole responsibility of the sales manager, 
disregarding the fact that without support from manufacturing, sales could not achieve the 
revenue target.  

To aggravate the situation, the company also faced competition from a couple of new 
manufacturing companies set up in Oman in the recent past. 

To summarize, the key issues faced by KPC were: 

• Lack of coordination between manufacturing and sales divisions leading to delay in 
responding to the customer needs and queries. 

• Delay in deliveries and incomplete orders leading to customer dissatisfaction. 
• Increased customer dissatisfaction due to delayed response to queries and delayed 

deliveries. 
• The company also faced a daunting task of doubling its revenue in next five years as 

per the new strategy and vision for the Group. 
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Proposal 
 
As part of overall proposal, following key actions were planned: 

1. Developing policies and procedures in-line with business needs and implementation 
of ISO 9001. 

2. Developing long-term strategy for the next 5-8 years. 
3. Implementation of Balanced Scorecard for the business unit. 
4. Developing and implementing Service Level Agreement (SLA) between Sales team and 

Manufacturing Units 
5. Setting up a framework for reviewing progress (both Strategic and Operational). 

 

Implementation 

Policies and Procedures: 

As part of the overall scope for the group, Enterprise Process Model (EPM) was developed for 
KPC, which included four sets of processes: 

1) Management Processes 
2) Demand Creation Processes 
3) Demand Fulfilment Processes 
4) Support Processes 

The development of the processes was done by involving the individuals/teams who were 
actually executing those processes. High level processes were divided into sub-processes. 
Turtle Diagrams and Process Definition Sheets were used to define the processes, and 
detailed procedures were developed for each of the processes. Each process/sub-process was 
also assigned both lead & lag measures to track efficiency and effectiveness of the respective 
processes. 

Once all the processes were developed, a Process Owner was assigned to each process. The 
EPM explained the roles and responsibilities. The manual also defined key terms and 
elaborated on the methodology for reviewing and improving the processes in the future. 

Management and Support Processes were developed at Group level and adapted to specific 
industrial vertices (e.g. manufacturing). 

 
Strategy Development: 
 
The overarching strategy—including mission, vision and values—for KPC was developed, In-
line with the strategy of the group. A two-day workshop was conducted to train the Strategy 
Development team and process-owners, and to familiarize them with the key concepts, 
strategy planning process and key steps involved in developing the strategy. 

Teams were assigned to carryout market & competitive analysis, PESTLE & SWOT analysis. 

Based on internal and external analysis, Vision and Strategic Objectives were finalized and the 
Strategy Map was developed. Enhanced Strategy Map document was developed, which 
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included Mission, Vision, Values, key strategies, initiatives and measures. This simplified one 
page document allowed all employees to understand and explain (to others) what company 
was trying to achieve.  

Looking at the importance of both manufacturing and sales functions, separate strategy maps 
were developed for both functions. These are shown in Exhibit 3 & 4. 

 

Implementation of Balanced Scorecard (BSC): 
 
Once the strategy map was developed, the next step was to develop the Balanced Scorecard 
(BSC) for both functions. 

Another 2-day workshop was organized for the leadership team and process owners to 
familiarize them with the BSC framework. An additional two days were spent on developing 
the Balanced Scorecard for both manufacturing and sales. The performance measures 
assigned to all the processes in the Enterprise Process Model were used to populate the BSC 
Objectives. Current performance levels, and targets for next years were finalized based on 
inputs from the team. The BSCs for manufacturing and sales are given in Exhibits 5 & 6. 

Each of the measures in the BSCs were defined using Measurement Detailing Matrix to avoid 
any ambiguity. Strategic Initiatives were planned for each of the strategic objectives, and 
were rationalized and prioritized based on pre-determined criteria. 

While finalizing the strategy map and BSCs for one function, inputs and concurrence from the 
other function was sought. 

 
Implementing Service Level Agreement (SLA): 
 
Developing and implementing separate and customised Strategy Maps and Balanced 
Scorecards allowed both functions to focus and pursue actions that were important to them 
as individual entity. 

However, close coordination, cooperation and alignment were needed to achieve the results 
at KPC level and to smoothen out coordination issues. 

After deliberation on various options, it was decided to develop an SLA between the two 
functions. Each function was asked to list out all the activities, starting from receiving an 
inquiry to order delivery. They were also asked who, in their opinion, was responsible for 
carrying out that activity. Once the activity list and responsibilities were finalized, time 
required was added to each activity, apart from some other details. A simplified version of 
the SLA is given in Exhibit – 7. 

Once finalized, the SLA was developed in Visio and was implemented on the company’s IT 
platform for easy access and updating. A scoring framework was put in place to calculate 
achievement of SLA by each entity. 
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Review Mechanism: 
 
Review mechanism included planned meetings, with set agenda for both operational and 
strategic reviews, for sales and manufacturing. A monthly coordination meeting was held on 
the first Monday of the month to review the SLA and resolve any coordination and 
communication issues. Meetings were focused more on strategic themes, key strategies, 
initiatives and measures in the BSC. All information related to meetings was circulated in 
advance to all participants to make meetings more efficient. 

Apart from the above interventions, some structural changes were also made to the 
organization. The person heading the manufacturing was given a different responsibility in 
the head office. Head of sales was given overall responsibility of KPC, while manufacturing 
was given a boost by appointing a manufacturing technologist from the same industry. 

Result 
 
It took almost 6 months to complete all the actions. However, the results were no less than 
spectacular. The most important outcome was total clarity with regard to roles & 
responsibilities of each function / individual and the impact it had on the morale of the 
employees. In the last three years KPC achieved / exceeded its targeted performance (based 
on stretched targets as per the new vision). Customer Satisfaction survey score shot up by 
almost 30% in 2-years’ time. The key data is provided in Exhibit – 2. 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer 
 
All names and location have been changed for legal reasons. The clients in question have 
agreed to the disclosure of the data provided herein on the condition that the actual identity 
and location of the company not be revealed, and the contents of this report not be 
reproduced in any form for commercial gains. 
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Exhibit – 1: Organization Structure 
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Exhibit – 2 : Key Performance Data (budgets and actual performance) 
 
 

 

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

 Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual 
(Est.) Budget Budget Budget Budget 

Turnover* 28.2 30.6 33.80 36.65 40.60 45.69 48.70 58.50 70.20 84.20 

Gross 
Margin* 9.9 10.9 11.8 13.9 14.2 18.0 17.1 20.5 24.6 29.5 

Net Margin* 2.3 2.8 2.7 3.4 3.5 4.6 4.9 5.85 7.0 8.4 

CSI (out of 5) 3.75 3.3 3.75 3.8 4.25 4.30 4.5 4.5 4.6 4.6 

 
*Value in 100’s million 
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Exhibit – 3 : Strategy Map (Manufacturing) 
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Exhibit – 4 : Strategy Map (Sales) 
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Exhibit – 5 : BSC (Manufacturing) 
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Exhibit – 6 : BSC (Sales) 
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Exhibit – 7 : Service Level Agreement (SLA) 
 

 

Sr.# What Why Who When Activity Relates to Actual Level

1 Receiving firm order from customer
Required written confirmation from 
customer to proceed with manufacturing

Respective Sales 
Engineer

As soon as order is received Sales

2
Recieve LC or PDC (or copy of PDC) from customer 
as per agreed terms

To proceed with order release to factory 
Respective Sales 
Engineer

within 2 weeks from receipt of clear 
& firm order

Sales

3 Verfiy orders
To ensure that there are no descrepancies 
between offered products and ordered 
products

Respective Sales 
Engineer  & Sales 
Support

within 1-2 days from receipt of 
order

Sales

4 Order Entry into system
To track orders upto delivery & invoicing 
For reports on order booking & invoicing

Application / Sales 
Support

Within 2 days from receipt of order 
and in parllel to order verification

Sales

5

Transmitting order with 
- Clear technical and manufacturing 
  clearance
- Delivery date required by customer
- Delivery Terms
- Payment terms
- Documentation
(Complete set of compliance + product approvals 
along with clear list of requirements for each 
product where applicable)

To enusre that factory produces as per the 
order requirements

Sales Support / Sales 
Engineer

Within 2-4 days from receipt of 
order (depending on size of order)

Sales / Factory

6 Order receipt acknowledgement from factory To ensure order received by factory Augestine Same Day 
Augestine / Sales 

Support

7 Order acceptance by factory To ensure production as per order Dhanasekar

Within 1-3 days from order 
acknowledgement from factory and 
in parallel to order receipt and 
acknowledgement

Dhanasekar/ Sales 
Support

8 Order confirmation / acceptance to customer To notify customer Elen
As soon as intimation is received 
from factory

Sales

9 Planned delivery date 
So that customer can be notified about 
planned delivery date

Sivamani
Within 4 -7 days from order 
acceptance by factory 

Factory / Sales

10 Planned delivery date intimation to customer Elen
As soon as intimation is received 
from factory

Factory / Sales

Changes in confirmed orders from customer

11
Organizing Factory tests, calibration and inspection 
by client / third party

Respective Sales 
Engineer

As required by the customer and in 
co-ordination with the factory

Parag / Sales

12 Conducting factory inspection / calibration Parag
As per the agreed dates with 
customer

Factory / Sales

13 Test / calibration and other reports for submission Gowrisankar
Within 2 days from completion of 
factory calibration / tests

Factory / Sales

14
Requirments of Quality documentation / mill 
certificates / test certificates / COO (for GI & 
Aluminum)

Gowrisankar

Along with the Delivery (in case of 
customer requirements at the time 
of order). Within 2 days from date 
of request from sales

Factory / Sales

15
Intimation of goods inspected / packed and order 
readyiness for delivery

Augestine
As soon as goods are ready for 
despatch

Augestine / Elen

16
Ensure proper product tagging and labelling as per 
customer order requirements

Gowrisankar Prior to despatch Factory 

17
Intimation to customer for delivery pick up 
(in case of Ex-works orders)

So that order is picked up by the customer Augestine
As soon as goods are ready for 
despatch

Sales

18
Delivery of finished goods 
(incase of DDP orders)

To deliver order to customer Augestine
Within 1-4 days from material 
readyiness in factory

Customer /Sales

19
Delivery notes to be prepared and signed by 
customer

For delivery acknowledgement Augestine Prior to delivery / despatch Sales

20 Invoice preparation on each delivery For receiving payment from customer On-line by Elen
Within 1-2 days from receiving 
signed delivery note

Sales

21 Invoice submission to accounts To register in the system Elen As soon as of invoice is prepared Sales

22
Invoice submission to customer and customer 
acknowledgement of invoices

For receiving payment from customer Elen
Within 1-2 days from invoice 
submission to accounts

Sales / Accounts

23 Invoice and & DN records and filing For records Elen
As soon as acknowledged invoice is 
received from accounts

Sales / Expeditor

24
Update of pending orders in factory - product wise 
for each customer

For updating records Sivamani / Sales Support
On going process - weekly - Every 
Saturday

Factory / Sales

25
Payment collection at the time of delivery (if 
applicable)

To receive payment Augestine At the time of delivery / despatch Sales / Expeditor

26
Customer follow up for payment (on open credit 
orders)

To receive payment
Respective Sales 

Engineer
Depnding on order terms Sales

27
Submission of system invoices to accounts for LC 
invoice preparation

To raise invoice for LC orders Sales Support
Within 1 day from receipt of 
invoices / signed DN from Expeditor

Sales / Accounts

28
LC invoices preparation and submission to 
customer in case of orders with LC

To receive payment
Accounts / Respective 

Sales Engineer

Within 1-2 days from submission of 
invoices and signed DN by Sales 
Support

Accounts / Sales

29 LC invoices to be signed off by customers For records
Respective Sales 

Engineer
As soon as invoices are submitted 
to customer

Sales

30 LC documentation to be submitted to bank For payment Accounts
Within 1-2 days from receipt of 
signed invoices from customers

Accounts

31 Descrepancies acceptance of LC if any For payment
Respective Sales 

Engineer
As soon as accounts intmates of 
descrepancies

Sales

32
Receipt of complaints & customer requests (post 
delivery) if any from customer

To provide customer service
Respective Sales 

Engineer / Sales support
As soon as they occur Sales

33
Assigning responsibility to attend to customer 
complaints

All customer complaints to be sent to QA / 
QC

Sales / Gowrisankar
Within 1 day from receipt of 
complaint 

Factory / Sales

34
Customer complaints pertaining to quality and 
incorrect deliveries

All customer complaints to be sent to QA / 
QC

Gowrisankar
Within 1 day from receipt of 
complaint 

Factory / Sales

35
Technical support for customer requirements (VAV 
/ SRU installation)

To provide customer service
Dhanasekar / Respective 

Sales Engineer 

To be co-ordinated between factory 
and sales and assign a factory 
technician if required

Factory / Sales

SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT - KMC - MANUFACTURING & SALES
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